A Collection curated
by Stefano Del Vecchio
During the Milano Design Week, Delvis will open its ﬁrst
showroom in Piazza Cadorna, situated in Milan’s city
centre.
Stefano Del Vecchio will be launching his Delvis Unlimited
collection, a truly unique production of furniture by using
one-oﬀ pieces which have been personally selected for the
occasion by the founder Mr. Del Vecchio himself.
The Unlimited Collection was produced in collaboration
with young, Italian Designers. Together they were able to
produce a precise selection of materials and techniques.
The natural materials used, such as wood, stone, iron are
combined in contrast with the artiﬁce of the unique details
on all the elaborated surfaces which gives meaning to the
Unlimited Collection and creates a unique vision that is
both personal and universal, Unlimited as limitless are the
shapes and ways of human creativity.

(←)
SEDIA POVERA, Dining Chair
designed by Antonio Aricò
Bois de Rose and Copper insert
Dimensions: W 40x40 H 96,9 cm s
eating height: 45 cm

RENA, Bookshelf
designed by Oliver Thomas Wall
Black oak shelves and handcrafted burnish metal
sheet Reana, hand-made freestanding modular
bookcase customizable in width and height.
Lightweight is its distinctive feature even if the
structure is made of heavy materials such as, shelves
in black oak reﬁned in burnished iron and
interspersed with brass-plated burnished iron.
Modules Dimensions: W 145x45 H 305 cm

CHAVRIS, Lounge Chair
An Armchair which is uniquely characterized by
three cast aluminum sheets which act as a support
with a particular textured surface which unites
industrial character and sophistication.
Available in a choice of fabric and leather. Choose
from the Delvis Textiles and Leather Collection.
Dimensions: W 89x71 H 74 cm

OSVALDO, Dining Table
designed by Fabio Fantolino
Osvaldo dining table features bronze burnished iron
frame supporting a dark textured burnt-wood top.
Dimensions: W 240x90 H 76 cm

BEIVARS, Chair
designed by Gianluca Cozzarolo
Beivars chair has a bronze burnished iron frame with
a soft lining in fabric or leather which wraps around
the armrests and backrest of the chair.
Available in a wide range of fabric and leather.
Choose from the Delvis Fabric and Leather Collection.
Dimensions: W 66x58 H 75 cm

GODIA, Armchair
designed by Gianluca Cozzarolo
Solid wood structure, fully upholstered in premiumfabric
or in genuine leather (Delvis Textile or Leather Collection)
Godia Armchair has a sensuous shape which deﬁnes
it as extraordinary. A true eye-catcher in the lounge area.
Dimensions: W 110x89 H 68 cm

CORMOR, Sofa
Cormor sofa features a solid wood structure
upholstered with diamond-tufted genuine leather.
Available in a wide range of fabric and leather
choose from the Delvis Fabric and Leather Collection.
Dimensions: W 240x102 H 78,5 cm

WATERGATE, Coﬀee Table
Watergate coﬀee table has a stainless-steel base
with Italian fume glass table top. A perfect design
element which gives contemporary charm.
Dimensions: ø 40 H 70 cm
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